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Maps of the campus

Welcome to our
Community
Open Doors Day

As we celebrate our 50th
Anniversary, 2017 is a milestone 
year for the University of Stirling.

As Scotland’s first new university in more than 400 
years, Stirling was founded on principles of
innovation and excellence that hold true today. The 
University gained its Royal Charter in 1967 and has 
been breaking new ground ever since.

We pride ourselves on our close ties with the local 
community and today is a unique opportunity for 
the public to join our community of alumni, staff 
and students, for a celebration of our
collective heritage.

Today’s programme includes engaging short talks, 
lectures and interactive activities which bring to life 
the leading teaching and research activities taking 
place on campus. I encourage you to explore what’s 
on offer, speak to our experts and delve into the
fascinating worlds of science, art, politics, history 
and sport.

At the University of Stirling, we aim to encourage 
people to open their minds and be a real
difference in the world. Community Open Doors Day 
is a chance for members of the community to learn 
something new and be inspired.

While you are here, I hope you find out more about 
the forward-thinking work that has been taking 
place on your doorstep over the last half-century, 
and meet some of the men and women behind the 
innovations that are having a positive impact in your 
community and around the world.
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Feeling peckish? Visit one of our many cafes, relax and 

have a bite to eat. Or, try a picnic hamper, hog roast

or barbeque.

Community Open Doors Day at the University of Stirling

Professor Gerry McCormac
Principal and Vice-Chancellor
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What’s on Where?

Research Impact
The research we do at Stirling aims to make a difference to 

society and to address key global challenges. Conducting 

research with impact is a priority for us, including achieving 

impact that can benefit communities in our local area as well 

as much further afield. At our Community Open Doors day, 

we have an opportunity to showcase some of the recent work 

of our academics that is contributing to positive changes in 

and around Stirling, the rest of the UK and internationally.

A great example is The Daily Mile, a physical activity

programme for schools that began in Stirling and has now 

spread to many other parts of the country, and indeed to

settings outside of school. This initiative was recently

highlighted in the UK government’s Child Obesity Plan and 

is being evaluated by researchers in our Faculty of Health 

Sciences and Sport. See elsewhere in the programme for how 

you can take part in The Daily Mile, during Open Doors day. 

Today visitors to the campus will also have an opportunity to 

find out more about what our world leading scientists in the 

Faculty of Natural Sciences are doing by attending the Science 

Cabaret, which will include short talks on new discoveries and 

findings, and the Science Fair for a hands-on introduction 

to experiments and projects. Our scientific endeavours have 

achieved impact in very important areas, like supporting the 

global salmon farming industry, conserving the future of 

the bumblebee, contributing to food security in developing 

countries like Bangladesh, and developing new technology 

to assist the police in identifying offenders.  Open Doors day 

provides an opportunity to find out more about the impact 

our current research will have in the future. 

Our Stirling Management School’s research aims not only 

to work with business and foster economic growth, but 

also use research to improve how our public sector agencies 

perform (like the NHS and local government), how our 

towns and cities flourish (including promoting town centre 

regeneration) and how we can harness new approaches 

like behavioural economics to better understand how we as 

humans make decisions not just as consumers but also about 

our own health and welfare. Likewise in the Social Sciences, 

our research aims to better understand and address some of 

the real challenges of our time through the lifecourse, from 

child welfare to dementia and healthy ageing. You can find 

out much more about some of our research in that Faculty in 

the Question Time panel discussion.

The Pathfoot Building is home to our Faculty of Arts and 

Humanities – a diverse community of researchers addressing 

questions about history, politics, law, philosophy, literature, 

language, religion, film, media and communications. At Open 

Doors day you can find out about how our research connects 

communities with their own histories, the environment 

and our shared heritage in Scotland and beyond. We work 

with libraries, schools, galleries, museums, councils, policy 

makers and arts organisations to foster a better collective 

understanding of our cultural past, present and future. Come 

along to the lectures on Open Doors day on topics as varied 

as Brexit, Jane Austen and the story of the Queen’s visit to 

Stirling. See some of our extensive Art Collection, listen to 

poetry readings, and get your hands dirty learning how to 

use our nineteenth-century printing press. 

3Community Open Doors Day at the University of Stirling

Professor Linda Bauld
Dean of Research Impact
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Events at a glance 

Activity Venue Time

Welcome and information desk Atrium, Andrew Miller Building 10.00am – 4.00pm

Stirling Stories Library, Andrew Miller Building 10.00am – 4.00pm

Opening up the archives - 50 years  
of life on campus

Library, Andrew Miller Building 10.00am – 4.00pm

Pathfoot Sounds installation Pathfoot Building 10.00am – 4.00pm

Learning to save lives – immediate 
life support and CPR skills

Health Skills Centre, Room 1A91,
Cottrell Building

Sessions from 10.00am until 3.10pm
(each session lasts 40 minutes)

Printing display and workshop Seminar room C7, Pathfoot Building
Sessions from 11.00am until 2.30pm
(each session lasts 30 minutes)

The Daily Mile Around the University campus 11.00am – 4.00pm

All day activities

Activity Venue Time

Bridging generations in an
inclusive society

Iris Murdoch Building 10.00 – 10.45am

Introduction to The Daily Mile
challenge

Lecture Theatre B3, 
Cottrell Building

10.30 – 10.50am

The Queen at Stirling
Pathfoot Lecture Theatre,
Pathfoot Building

10.30 – 11.00am

Science Cabaret
Lecture Theatre B4, 
Cottrell Building

10.30 – 11.30am

Changed days:
Scottish writing at Stirling

Pathfoot Lecture Theatre,
Pathfoot Building

11.00 – 11.30am

Question Time Iris Murdoch Building 11.15am – noon

Jane Austen’s jokes
Pathfoot Lecture Theatre,
Pathfoot Building

11.30am – noon

In the morning
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Activity Venue Time

Brexit: the impact on policy and 
law-making in the Scottish Parliament

Pathfoot Lecture Theatre,
Pathfoot Building

Noon – 12.30pm

Science Cabaret
Lecture Theatre B4, 
Cottrell Building

Noon – 1.00pm

Androids and Globalisation, or
How cinema makes us human

Pathfoot Lecture Theatre,
Pathfoot Building

12.30 – 1.00pm

Scavenger Hunt and more Iris Murdoch Building 1.00 – 3.00pm

Poetry Readings
Seminar room C1/2,
Pathfoot Building

2.00 – 2.40pm

Science Fair Atrium, Andrew Miller Building 2.00 – 4.00pm

Launch of Pathfoot Sounds
Seminar room C1/2,
Pathfoot Building

2.45 – 3.15pm

Tour of the Art Collection Reception, Pathfoot Building 3.15 – 4.00pm

In the afternoon



The Faculty of Arts & Humanities
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Changed days in history, literature and politics

Venue: Pathfoot Lecture Theatre, Pathfoot Building

Printing display and workshop
Find out about our 19th century printing press and see it

in action!

The Columbian Press in Pathfoot will be in operation during 

Open Doors Day. You will have the opportunity to learn about 

hand composition, the history of the press and see a practical 

demonstration of typesetting. There will also be a hands-on 

workshop where you can have a go at setting some type and 

you can also print a commemorative bookmark as a memento 

of the day.

Each session lasts 30 minutes and will begin at the times 

shown to the right.

11.00 - 11.30am

11.30am - noon

Noon - 12.30pm

Venue: Seminar room C7, Pathfoot Building

1.00 - 1.30pm

1.30 - 2.00pm

2.00 - 2.30pm

Community Open Doors Day at the University of Stirling

We invite you to a series of short engaging talks by leading 

University researchers. Come and hear about: how Stirling has 

been at the heart of changes in Scottish literature and

politics; about what the controversies surrounding the 

Queen’s visit to Stirling tells us about citizenship and political 

engagement; about the politics of humour in Jane Austen’s 

jokes; the legal and policy implications of ‘Brexit’ for

Scotland; and the relationship between film androids and

the politics of globalization.

Professor Holger Nehring on The Queen at Stirling        10.30 - 11.00am

Dr Scott Hames on Changed Days: Scottish Writing at Stirling      11.00 - 11.30am

Dr Katy Halsey on Jane Austen’s jokes          11.30am - noon

Professor Gavin Little on Brexit: the impact on policy and law-making in the Scottish Parliament  Noon - 12.30pm

Professor Elizabeth Ezra on Androids and Globalization, or How Cinema Makes Us Human    12.30 - 1.00pm

SESSIONS
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11.00 - 11.30am

11.30am - noon

Noon - 12.30pm

1.00 - 1.30pm

1.30 - 2.00pm

2.00 - 2.30pm

Poetry Readings: Roseanne Watt and Harry Giles present a
selection of their work 

Pathfoot Sounds - launch and installation
Our sound installation reflects the architecture and fabric of 

the Pathfoot Building as well as the people who work and 

study within. The overall composition will be abstract with 

voice, sound effects and music all bringing together the

myriad sounds of Pathfoot, its past and its present.

Join us for the launch of the installation at a short talk by the 

artists Suzy Angus and Janieann McCracken. The installation 

will be accessible all day in the Pathfoot Building.

Talk time: 2.45 - 3.15pm 
Installation time: 10.00am - 4.00pm
  
Talk venue: Seminar room C1/2, Pathfoot Building
Installation venue: Pathfoot Building

Community Open Doors Day at the University of Stirling

Two PhD students from the University’s Creative Writing 

Programme will present their work. Roseanne is interested 

in memory, landscape and language, especially her native 

Shetlandic. Harry, a Scots speaker from Orkney is interested in 

games, and the way language shapes power. The two poets 

will be introduced by award-winning poet Kathleen Jamie, 

who is Professor of Poetry at the University of Stirling.

In conjunction with this event, we will produce a limited

edition Anniversary Pamphlet featuring poems by Roseanne 

and Harry using the Faculty’s nineteenth century

printing press.

Time: 2.00 - 2.40pm

Venue: Seminar room C1/2, Pathfoot Building

Tour of the Art Collection
The University’s contemporary Art Collection of paintings and 

sculpture is displayed on the walls and in the courtyards of 

the Pathfoot Building and has been gathered over the years, 

building on the legacy of the first Principal, Tom Cottrell.

 

The curators continue to build the University Art Collection, 

creating a stimulating, intellectual and creative environment 

around the campus. 

We have recently acquired sculpture by Jacqueline Donachie 

and Nick Evans, which can be seen and discussed on the tour, 

together with the JD Fergusson Memorial Collection and 

works by Willie Rodger, Wilhelmina Barns-Graham, Terry Frost 

and Barbara Hepworth.

Time: 3.15 - 4.00pm

Meeting point: Pathfoot Reception, Pathfoot Building

Opening up the archives – 50 years of life on campus
The University Archives is throwing open its doors to 

tell the story of the University’s foundation, growth and

development.  Come and explore the material we hold

documenting the history of the University including our

extensive photographic collection.  

Share your own memories of the University and bring along 

your old photographs of the campus. These will be digitised 

and added to the archive.

Time: 10.00am - 4.00pm

Venue: Archives Reading Room, University Library, Andrew Miller Building

Stirling Stories
In this participatory event, University students from

journalism, film and heritage will be recording people’s

stories of the University. Share your own memories of the

University and bring along your old photographs of the 

campus. This way, you can help us build a record of the first 50 

years of the University’s history! This event complements the 

‘Opening up the archives - 50 years of life on campus’ activity.

Time: 10.00am - 4.00pm

Venue: Archives Reading Room, University Library, Andrew Miller Building
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Introduction to the Daily Mile challenge
What is The Daily Mile? Who can do it? What are the benefits?

Elaine Wyllie, former headteacher of St Ninian’s Primary 

School and founder of The Daily Mile will introduce you to 

the concept of The Daily Mile, how it came about and the 

changes she has witnessed in the children who participate.  

The concept is deceptively simple: to combat obesity and our 

sedentary lifestyles, children (and adults) walk or run a mile 

each day. The results are fascinating. Dr Colin Moran, senior 

lecturer in the Faculty of Health Sciences and Sport, will then 

explain the research the University of Stirling is currently

conducting on The Daily Mile, its participants and conclusions.

Venue: Lecture Theatre B3, Cottrell Building

Time: 10.30 - 10.50am

Daily Mile challenge
We have set four fun routes around the campus where you 

can learn all about The Daily Mile and the University’s research 

while exploring our beautiful campus. 

Along the way, get thinking about physical activity by taking 

the quizzes, talk to Elaine Wyllie (11.00am - noon), pupils who 

are already experts in doing The Daily Mile (noon - 1.00pm) or 

speak to our University researchers on the health benefits (all 

day). Our research students and staff are examining the effects 

of The Daily Mile on people’s health and well-being, and they 

will be on hand to explain the four different areas of research:

physiology, cognition, physical activity and behaviour/well-being.

We will have Daily Mile stations in the Atrium, Pathfoot

Building and Iris Murdoch Building, and you can speak to our 

staff along the route. You can complete the routes in any 

order, but make sure you collect stickers as you complete each 

stage. You will also receive a special certificate once you’ve 

completed at least three out of four routes.

Bring your shoes for walking and outdoor clothing as much of 

the route is outdoors. A map of the routes is available on pages 

12-13 or in the Atrium, Andrew Miller Building.

Learning to Save Lives – Immediate Life Support and CPR Skills
We will showcase our use of high-fidelity simulated human 

patients to teach Immediate Life Support skills. This event 

consists of observations of simulation scenarios and

practical teaching sessions with the nursing lecturers and

students demonstrating these skills using the simulated human

mannequins. There will also be an opportunity for visitors to 

participate by practising the CPR skills they have observed. 

Age limit: Please note that while we encourage people of all 

ages to learn about CPR, some simulation scenarios can

involve sensitive topics that may not be suitable for very 

young children.

10.00 - 10.40am

10.45 - 11.25am

11.30am - 12.10pm

Venue: Health Skills Centre, Room 1A91, Cottrell Building

1.00 - 1.40pm

1.45 - 2.25pm

2.30 - 3.10pm

Community Open Doors Day at the University of Stirling

The Faculty of Health Sciences & Sport

SESSIONS

Venue: University of Stirling Campus
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Science Cabaret

Venue: Lecture Theatre B4, Cottrell Building

Science Fair

Venue: Atrium, Andrew Miller Building

We invite you to join our fabulous Science Cabaret. The show 

will feature a diverse selection of short, highly visual

presentations disclosing thought-provoking facts and

stimulating topics which represent much of the research 

carried out in the Faculty of Natural Sciences. We are running 

two completely different hour long sessions and you are

welcome to join us for one or both. We will be covering

topics ranging from biodiversity, to life on Mars and from 

facial recognition to microbiology.

10.30 - 11.30am

Noon - 1.00pm

The Faculty of Natural Sciences

Visit our famous Science Fair.  We will host a series of hands 

on activities run jointly by the Faculty of Natural Sciences and 

colleagues from Forth Valley College. It is open to all ages but 

is particularly suitable for primary school children. Activities 

include bug hunting, a facial recognition challenge, maths 

games, a magic mirror and lots of other science-y fun.

Time: 2.00 - 4.00pm

SESSIONS



The Faculty of Social Sciences invites you to join their

Question Time session where panellists will answer your

queries. This is your opportunity to probe the big questions 

of our time... What should society be doing to include and 

care for people who need support? What sort of policies and 

practices are needed to create a more inclusive and

equal society?

Our Chair is Honorary Professor Walter Humes and

panellists include:

•     Professor Kirstein Rummery, University of Stirling

•     Honorary Professor Tom Hamilton, University of Stirling

•     Mark Ruskell MSP (Green)

•     Councillor Jim Thomson (SNP)

•     Councillor Danny Gibson (Labour)

Time: 11.15am - noon
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Bridging generations in an
inclusive society
We invite you to a talk on some of the most pressing issues 

of our age. What should we do about our ageing population, 

child protection challenges and social inequality?

Join us for a programme of short talks with leading

academics and researchers from the Faculty of Social Sciences:

•     Professor Alison Bowes, Dean of Faculty, on ageing   

       and dementia

•     Dr Paul Rigby on Child Protection

•     Dr Alasdair Rutherford on social inequality and statistics

Time: 10.00 - 10.45am

Venue: Iris Murdoch Building

Question Time

Venue: Iris Murdoch Building

Scavenger hunt and more

•     A scavenger hunt.

•     Interactive tours of the Dementia Services design &   

       technology suite.

•     A slide show featuring dementia research and the   

       launch of the Stirling University framework    

       for Dementia Friendly Communities.

•     Art exhibition painted by Mr Edward McLaughlin who

       has dementia.There’s a video that goes alongside his   

       work and it talks about his work before and after his   

       diagnosis and how painting is helping him. 

Venue: Iris Murdoch Building

Time:  1.00 - 3.00pm

Community Open Doors Day at the University of Stirling

Faculty of Social Sciences

We invite you to join us for a range of fun, intriguing and 

thought-provoking activities in our Iris Murdoch building, 

home of the Dementia Services Development Centre. These 

activities are suitable for the whole family and designed to 

be dementia friendly.



Picnic hampers - Atrium  
10.00am - 4.00pm

Buy a picnic basket to share with a friend for only £18.95 per 

hamper, with soft drink, sandwich, cheese and biscuits all 

included. A vegetarian option is available too.

Stir Café – Atrium
9.30am - 4.00pm

Stir Café offers fresh, high-quality deli sandwiches, soups and 

salads and a variety of cakes and pastries to complement the 

great-tasting Fairtrade coffee.

Market Street – Atrium
Noon - 4.00pm

Serving a range of food and snacks from around the world 

including burgers, wraps and pizzas, plus a range of

healthy options.

Finger licking good – Atrium  
2.00 - 4.00pm

A pop-up stand of delicious treats!

Café Bar at Macrobert Arts Centre
10.00am - late

Now serving a range of options from sandwiches to three 

course meals.

Haldane’s Barbeque 
Noon - late

For today only, we will be offering our tasty barbeque dishes, 

burgers, veggie burgers, hot dogs and cold drinks.

From outside Haldane’s.

Sports Centre Café
8.00am - 5.00pm

Serving a range of high quality food including soups,

sandwiches, bagels, wraps, sushi, salads, cakes, muffins and 

delicious varieties of ice cream.

Hog Roast - Pathfoot 
11.00am - 3.00pm

For today only, we will be offering you the chance to sample 

our delicious Hog Roast at the front of the Pathfoot Building.  

We will also be serving burgers, hot dogs, tea, coffee and

soft drinks.

Crush Hall Pod – Pathfoot
9.30am - 4.00pm

The Pod offers Costa Coffee, a selection of sandwiches and 

hot and cold light lunch options.

Refresh
9.00am - 10.00pm

Our fantastic brasserie, located within Willow Court student 

residence, serves a delicious all day menu in modern,

stylish surroundings.

Stirling Court Hotel
7.00am - 10.00pm

Join us at the award-winning on-campus Stirling Court Hotel 

for meals and snacks all day. Open to residents and non-

residents for breakfast, you can also grab a coffee in our 

relaxed bar lounge or conservatory, or enjoy a bar meal or 

delicious dinner in our Abbey Craig restaurant in the gaze of 

the National Wallace Monument.

11Community Open Doors Day at the University of Stirling

Food for thought
With so much going on today and so much to explore, don’t forget to take time out 
and get a bite to eat. Look out for our ice cream van, which will be travelling around 
campus all day.
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STIRLING
COURT  HOTEL

Crush Hall Pod

Stirling Court Hotel

Refresh

Café  Bar at Macrobert Arts Centre 

Market Street

Main University Buildings

Stirling University 
Innovation Park

Car Park

Bus Stop

Footpath

Sports Centre Café 

M

South 
Car Park

 

East 2 
Car Park

East 1

 

Car Park

1 Queen’s Court

2 Macrobert Arts Centre

3 Atrium / Andrew Miller Building

4 Library

Key Places

5 Cottrell Building

6 Iris Murdoch Building

7 Stirling Court Hotel

8 Pathfoot Building

Daily Mile Routes
Physiology                     0.4 miles
Learn about the benefits to your body of doing exercise and  
The Daily Mile. Enjoy feeding the ducks and swans on your way.  
Tarmac surface with one road to cross at a zebra crossing.

Cognition                     0.4 miles
Learn about the benefits to your brain of doing exercise and  
The Daily Mile. Enjoy the greenery and some exotic plants as you 
walk. Tarmac surface with two roads to cross at zebra crossings. 

Implementing the Daily Mile                    0.6 miles
Learn about what makes an activity a Daily Mile and what makes 
it work. Enjoy a secluded walk through the trees by Airthrey 
Loch. Tarmac, stone and earth surfaces, with one road to cross.  

Well-being                     0.3 miles
Learn about the benefits to your well-being of doing exercise 
and The Daily Mile. Enjoy taking a moment to study some of the 
skulls and other specimens on display. Tarmac or indoor surface. 
Partial roadside walk, with no crossings.

1
2

34

5

6

7

8

 Hog Roast

RG BOMONT BUILDING
COLIN BELL BUILDING

 Haldane's Barbeque

Map of the campus

Community Open Doors Day at the University of Stirling
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The Atrium and University Library
Welcome and Information point 

Come and say hello, pick up a copy of your programme for the day 

and ask us questions. Don’t forget The Daily Mile challenge - we’ll 

reward you with stickers when you finish each route!

Science Fair  
From 2.00 - 4.00pm in the Atrium

Opening up the archives - 50 years of life on campus  

Archives Reading Room, University Library 

Stirling Stories 
Archives Reading Room, University Library

Community Open Doors Day at the University of Stirling
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Community Open Doors Day at the University of Stirling

KEY
      Information Desk
Pathfoot Reception - meeting point for the Art Collection tour
C1/2 - Poetry readings; launch of the Pathfoot Sounds installation
C7 - printing display and workshop
Pathfoot Lecture Theatre - talks on history, literature and politics

 

Pathfoot 
Lecture 
Theatre

 

Crush Hall

C1/2

Lift access

Entrance

Lift access

Entrance
Reception

C7

KEY
Lecture theatre B3 - launch of The Daily Mile challenge
Lecture theatre B4 - Science Cabaret
Seminar room 1A91 - Learning to save lives - 
immediate life support and CPR skills
Iris Murdoch Building - talk on bridging generations;
Question Time, scavenger hunt and more



stir.ac.uk

Find our squirrel

Strike a pose

Post your photo with
#Stirling50

For more information:
Directorate for Advancement
University of Stirling, Stirling, FK9 4LA

     alumni@stir.ac.uk

     Telephone: 01786 466678

stir.ac.uk

#Stirling50

Join our community on Twitter and Facebook

Share your experience!

http://www.stir.ac.uk
http://www.stir.ac.uk

